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Overview
Today, approximately 43 million Americans hold a federal student loan. When these borrowers fall behind on 
payments, they become delinquent on their loans; once the loans reach 270 days past due, borrowers are in 
default. As of March 2021, roughly 1 in 5 borrowers was in default, according to data from the U.S. Department of 
Education.1 

Failing to repay a student loan can have serious, long-term financial consequences: Borrowers can face collection 
fees; wage garnishment; money being withheld from income tax refunds, Social Security, and other federal 
payments; damage to their credit scores; and ineligibility for educational loans and grants.2

Income-driven repayment (IDR) plans, which were first made available to borrowers in 1995, are designed 
to make federal student loan repayment more affordable. IDR plans calculate monthly payments based on 
a borrower’s income and family size and typically offer lower monthly payments than the standard 10-year 
repayment plan that borrowers are automatically placed into if they don’t select another option. In addition, 
balances that are not repaid after 20 or 25 years of qualifying payments are forgiven. Today, around 30% of all 
federal student loan borrowers—over 9 million people—are in such a plan.3 

A growing body of research examines how borrowers use these plans and whether such plans effectively 
meet the needs of those struggling with delinquency and default. This report reviews the goals and structure 
of income-driven plans and identifies themes in research on borrowers’ experiences in repayment to help 
policymakers better understand the benefits, drawbacks, and potential effectiveness of reforms to income-driven 
plans.

Key takeaways from the research:

IDR eases repayment for many borrowers.

 • Income-driven repayment is largely meeting the goal of lowering the risk of delinquency and default 
for many borrowers. Those enrolled in IDR plans have much lower delinquency and default rates than 
borrowers enrolled in the standard 10-year repayment plan. In addition, borrowers who previously 
defaulted may be less likely to redefault if they enroll in an IDR plan after bringing their loans back into good 
standing.4

 • Borrowers in income-driven plans tend to have moderate to low annual incomes and higher debt than those 
in other plans. About half have incomes low enough to qualify for a $0 monthly payment.

However, significant barriers still prevent some borrowers from benefiting from income-driven plans.

 • Many struggling borrowers are still not enrolled in income-driven repayment. Borrowers with incomes of 
about $20,000 or below, who are typically at greatest risk of delinquency and default, are less likely to be 
enrolled than moderate-income borrowers.

 • A significant number of borrowers say that income-driven payments are still unaffordable, given their 
financial circumstances. According to a recent Pew survey, nearly half of borrowers previously or currently 
enrolled in IDR plans reported that their monthly payment was still too high.5 This may be because the 
payment calculation formula does not sufficiently account for the range of expenses that borrowers may 
incur or because their incomes vary sharply from month to month.

 • Borrowers in income-driven plans often experience an increase in their loan balances and take longer to 
pay down the loan principal than those in standard repayment plans. This growth is largely the result of 
plan design: Lowering monthly payment amounts and extending repayment periods causes interest to 
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accrue when payments are less than the amount of interest that is charged monthly. However, despite the 
prospect of loan forgiveness after 20 or 25 years, research has found that growing balances can overwhelm 
and discourage struggling borrowers from engaging with the repayment system. 

 • Many borrowers encounter administrative barriers to accessing and maintaining affordable payments in 
income-driven plans. These obstacles include a lack of information and assistance from loan servicers, 
problems with the application process, and difficulties with the required annual recertification of income 
and family size. As a result, borrowers can experience delays in entering plans or payment increases when 
they miss recertification deadlines, and research indicates that many do not recertify on time. 

This report also proposes principles for reform that would address these four key problems with the structure 
and implementation of IDR plans: the under-enrollment of struggling borrowers in income-driven plans; the 
unaffordability of monthly payments for some borrowers, even those in income-driven plans; an increase in loan 
balance for some participants in income-driven plans; and barriers to enrollment in and recertification for these 
plans. 

These principles include:

 • Increasing income-driven plan enrollment among borrowers who are most likely to benefit from protections 
against delinquency and default. This can be achieved by streamlining the current multiple income-driven 
plans into a single option; allowing borrowers to exit default by directly enrolling in an income-driven plan 
without needing to first navigate the lengthy and complex “rehabilitation” process; and ensuring clear and 
consistent communication with, and targeted outreach to, borrowers.6

 • Ensuring that income-driven payments are affordable, especially for low-income borrowers. In addition, 
permanently exempting forgiven student debt amounts from being taxed as income would prevent 
borrowers from facing unaffordable tax bills.

 • Reducing the growth of borrowers’ loan balances in income-driven repayment. Policymakers should 
consider ways to reduce interest accrual or capitalization—the addition of outstanding interest to the 
principal—to prevent balances from ballooning under income-driven plans. 

 • Making it easier for borrowers to enroll and remain in income-driven plans, which could be done by 
implementing the Fostering Undergraduate Talent by Unlocking Resources for Education (FUTURE) Act. 
This law directs the IRS and the Department of Education to securely share relevant borrower data, allowing 
borrowers to opt into a process that eliminates the need for them to proactively provide income data to 
loan servicers.

The Department of Education should consider principles focused on affordability, limiting balance growth, and 
reducing program complexity as it finalizes a new income-driven repayment plan after the fall 2021 negotiated 
rule-making session. These principles will be explored in greater detail in follow-up publications that will model 
the effects that implementing certain reforms may have on borrowers.

Finally, this report identifies unresolved questions and research that are needed to help policymakers move 
forward with reforms to the student loan repayment system. Improving the data available would help ensure that 
policymakers have a robust understanding of how to help those most at risk of delinquency and default. 

About income-driven repayment plans 
One of several repayment options available to federal student loan borrowers, income-driven plans can lower 
borrowers’ monthly payments compared with those in repayment plans with fixed monthly payments, such as 
the standard 10-year repayment plan. Borrowers must provide information about their income and family size 
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when applying for income-driven repayment and must update that information each year, via a process called 
“recertification.”

For a detailed look at borrower eligibility requirements for the existing IDR plans, see Appendix A.

Eligibility requirements
Eligibility requirements differ among plans. For example, some plans require that borrowers have a certain debt-
to-income ratio, which means that borrowers can enroll only if their income-driven payments would be lower 
than their payments would be in the Standard Repayment Plan. In addition, some plans are available only to 
people with specific types of loans or those who borrowed before or after a certain date.7

Treatment of income
Generally, monthly payments are calculated as a percentage of the borrower’s “discretionary income,” and the 
definition and percentage of discretionary income varies among plans. In most plans, discretionary income 
is defined as the difference between the borrower’s adjusted gross income (AGI)—as reported on federal tax 
returns—and 150% of the federal poverty guidelines for the borrower’s family size and state of residence.8 

When enrolled in an income-driven plan, borrowers are required to pay 10%-15% of this amount. Borrowers with 
incomes under 150% of the poverty guideline pay nothing each month, because they are not considered to have 
any discretionary income.

 • For example, consider an unmarried borrower with no dependents and a $40,000 AGI. 

 • The 2021 poverty guideline for a household size of one is $12,880, and 150% of this amount is $19,320.

 • This borrower would have $20,680 in annual discretionary income ($40,000 - $19,320). 

 • If that borrower enrolls in the income-driven plan Revised Pay As You Earn (REPAYE), his or her monthly 
payment would be 10% of this discretionary income, or $172/month ($20,680 x 10%, divided by 12 
months). 

Those who file tax returns can electronically transfer their income information using an online interface called 
the IRS Data Retrieval Tool.9 They can also provide their servicers with copies of their tax returns or tax return 
transcripts, or self-certify that they received no taxable income the previous year. If borrowers’ income has 
changed significantly since their most recent federal tax return or if they have not recently filed a federal tax 
return, they can provide “alternative documentation of income.”10 This can include pay stubs or other items that 
demonstrate current earnings. 

The treatment of a borrower’s spouse’s income varies by plan. In some plans, tax filing status—for example, 
whether taxes are filed individually or jointly—affects whether a spouse’s income and debt level are included in 
the calculation of the borrower’s monthly payment amount. 

Finally, as borrowers’ incomes rise, some income-driven plans have a limit on the amount a borrower can pay 
each month, which is called the “Standard Payment Cap.” In these plans, monthly payments are capped at the 
amount that borrowers would have paid had they enrolled or remained in the Standard Repayment Plan instead 
of an income-driven plan.11 REPAYE, the newest income-driven plan, does not include this payment cap, and 
borrowers with high enough incomes, relative to debt, are required to pay more than they would have in the 
Standard Repayment Plan.

Treatment of interest
When borrowers enroll in income-driven plans, their payments may be less than the interest that accrues on their 
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loans each month (and for some, can be as little as $0). Some plans have caps on the amount of interest that can 
accrue.12 This is called an interest subsidy. For example, borrowers enrolled in the REPAYE plan whose monthly 
payment does not cover accruing interest receive a subsidy from the government for all the remaining interest on 
their subsidized loans for the first three years of repayment. Once this three-year period expires, those borrowers 
will receive a subsidy for half the remaining interest. The terms for receiving an interest subsidy differ for each 
IDR plan and are described in greater detail in Appendix A.13

In some plans, missing the annual recertification deadline or having an increase in income such that a borrower 
hits the standard repayment cap can trigger interest capitalization. Capitalization increases the loan principal 
subject to future interest charges, though some plans have a limit on how much interest can be capitalized. 

Length of time spent in repayment
All income-driven plans have a maximum repayment period—once a borrower has made 20 or 25 years’ worth of 
qualifying payments, any unpaid balance is forgiven. Periods during which a borrower has a $0 required monthly 
payment because his or her income is below the income threshold or receives an economic hardship deferment 
count toward the maximum repayment period.14 A small number of borrowers have received loan forgiveness 
through income-driven repayment, though many borrowers in income-driven plans are not yet eligible for 
forgiveness.15 

Note that some borrowers are projected to fully repay their loans before the end of the maximum repayment 
period. The latest budget documents from the Department of Education project that 20% of IDR borrowers will 
either repay in full or prepay before the end of their repayment period.16 

Treatment of forgiven balances
There is a potential tax liability for loan balances forgiven under income-driven plans. Until recently, that forgiven 
debt has been considered taxable income, which means that borrowers must pay taxes on the forgiven amount. 
The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 exempts discharged and forgiven student loan balances from taxation 
through 2025, but the change is not permanent.17 Meanwhile, some other forms of federal student loan discharge 
are permanently exempt from taxation, including for borrowers pursuing Public Service Loan Forgiveness—a 
program that allows eligible borrowers with public sector jobs to access loan forgiveness after 10 years’ worth 
of qualifying payments—as well as for those who become totally and permanently disabled, and for borrowers 
whose schools closed before they could complete their programs.18

Evolution of income-driven plans
The first income-driven plan, Income-Contingent Repayment, became available to borrowers in 1995. Over time, 
new plans have been enacted through legislation and the Department of Education’s regulatory process, to 
address perceived limitations with existing plans.19 (See Appendix A.) New plans were implemented to expand 
eligibility to additional borrowers, as well as lower monthly payment amounts and shorten the amount of time a 
borrower is required to make payments before he or she becomes eligible for forgiveness.20 Concerns about rising 
debt amounts and borrowers’ ability to find well-paying jobs after the 2008 recession helped fuel the effort to 
make income-driven plans more generous.21 In addition to further expanding eligibility, the newest plan, REPAYE, 
was also designed to address concerns about targeting, interest accrual, and interest capitalization.

Goals of and considerations for income-driven repayment plans
There is wide, bipartisan agreement on the overarching goal of income-driven repayment: to provide more 
affordable payments to borrowers, reducing their likelihood of becoming delinquent and ultimately defaulting 
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on their loans.22 By lowering monthly payments from those that would otherwise be made in the Standard 
Repayment Plan, income-driven plans provide relief to borrowers, particularly those with high debts relative to 
their incomes and at the beginning of their careers.23 Stakeholders have also noted that making student loan 
payments more affordable can help borrowers devote those resources to long-term financial stability, including 
buying homes and starting businesses.24 Note that income-driven repayment is generally envisioned as a way to 
address medium- or long-term financial insecurity. For borrowers experiencing short-term financial hardship (e.g., 
temporary medical expenses, a short break between jobs), deferment or forbearance may be more appropriate 
as they offer more immediate relief for shorter periods of time and carry a smaller administrative burden than 
enrolling in an income-driven plan.25

While there is broad agreement on the primary purpose of income-driven plans, stakeholders have differing 
perspectives on the benefits and consequences of these plans for borrowers, taxpayers, and the higher education 
system and which issues policymakers should take into account in plan design.

Reducing time spent in repayment
Although income-driven plans lower monthly payments and extend the repayment period, interest accumulation 
can result in borrowers repaying more over the long term than they would under the Standard Repayment Plan.26 
The Department of Education projects that, depending on income and loan balance, some borrowers enrolled in 
IDR plans could repay as much as 1.5 to two times what they originally borrowed.27 A series of focus groups with 
student loan borrowers conducted by The Pew Charitable Trusts in 2018 and 2019 found that despite the promise 
of loan forgiveness, borrowers expressed tension between their desire to have lower monthly payments and 
their frustration at stagnant or rising balances in income-driven plans.28 Concerns about ballooning balances are 
shared by organizations across the political spectrum, and there is broad bipartisan support for limiting interest 
accrual for borrowers in income-driven plans.29 Other stakeholders have also expressed concerns about the 
longer duration of payments in IDR and the potential consequences of carrying student debt for a longer period of 
time.30

When evaluating the trade-offs between lower monthly payments and longer time in repayment, it is important 
to recognize that borrowers have varying repayment goals. Some borrowers seek to lower their monthly 
payments as much as possible, but that can lead to more interest accruing. Other borrowers prefer to pay down 
their loans as quickly as possible, making higher monthly payments but accruing less interest. Also, these goals 
may change after borrowers leave school and have different experiences in the workforce. 

Targeting benefits and cost to the government
Some researchers and members of Congress have concerns about IDR plans’ cost to taxpayers, especially about 
high-income, high-debt borrowers potentially receiving large amounts of loan forgiveness.31 Because borrowers’ 
monthly payments in the future are worth less than payments now,32 there is a budget cost to the government 
to spreading out payments over a longer period of time. Additionally, providing some forgiveness of unpaid 
balances means that the government will not end up recouping the cost of all loans repaid in an income-driven 
plan. Cost concerns have affected the design of existing income-driven plans.33 For example, the Department of 
Education cited costs to taxpayers in its rationale for rejecting suggestions to change the forgiveness provisions in 
the REPAYE plan to provide forgiveness after 20 years to all borrowers, including those with debt from graduate 
school.34 

Concerns about targeting are largely centered on how much forgiveness borrowers receive and how much they 
end up repaying within income-driven plans. Though no data is yet available on actual forgiveness amounts or 
total amounts repaid in income-driven plans, government agencies calculate projections of total amounts repaid 
and forgiven in income-driven plans. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Department of Education 
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project that some borrowers in IDR will end up repaying at least the original amount they borrowed, whether or 
not they receive forgiveness.35 Additionally, 1 in 5 borrowers who enroll and remain in IDR plans throughout the 
life of their loans is expected to repay their principal balances plus interest, before any remaining balance would 
become eligible for forgiveness.36 

In terms of which borrowers are expected to receive the most loan forgiveness in income-driven plans, 
researchers have identified differences by graduate student status and borrower income. Graduate students are 
able to borrow more than undergraduates and are projected to account for the vast majority (81%) of the amount 
forgiven under income-driven plans and Public Service Loan Forgiveness.37 Looking at borrowers by income, 
lower- and moderate-income borrowers may be more likely to have remaining balances after 20 or 25 years, 
because their monthly payments are lower than those of higher-income borrowers. A recent analysis projects 
that the lowest-earning borrowers would receive more than four times as much forgiveness as the highest-
earning borrowers, if all borrowers were enrolled in Pay As You Earn (PAYE).38 Borrowers in the middle of the 
earnings distribution are projected to receive the most loan forgiveness.39 

It is important to note, however, that the government’s costs are determined by the amount borrowers actually 
repay, not the accrued interest that may end up getting forgiven. The cost of the federal loan program is 
estimated by comparing the amount the government lends with the amount that borrowers pay back, discounting 
future cash flows to a present value. The government can still generate income on loans when borrowers receive 
forgiveness.40 

To improve targeting and fairness, policymakers and advocates from the right, left, and center have supported 
removing the standard payment cap, which would ensure that borrowers continue to pay 10%-15% of their 
incomes, even as their incomes rise.41 Similarly, there has been bipartisan support for having married borrowers’ 
payments be calculated the same in IDR regardless of whether they file jointly or separately. 42 The IDR plan 
REPAYE was designed to address both of these concerns. REPAYE removes the standard payment cap, ensuring 
that high-income borrowers don’t pay a smaller share of their income than lower-income borrowers,43 and 
it considers the borrower and spouse’s combined incomes, regardless of how they file their taxes (with an 
exception for spouses who are separated). Other targeting proposals include requiring higher-income borrowers 
to make higher monthly payments than lower-income borrowers44 and requiring longer repayment periods for 
borrowers with debt from graduate school45 or for borrowers with higher debts.46

Limiting borrower, institutional, and government risk
The department and some researchers have underscored that, given the increased reliance on borrowing to 
finance college costs, the ability to make monthly payments based on income rather than amount borrowed helps 
to limit the risks of borrowing, so that students can pursue higher education regardless of their financial means.47 

However, other researchers are concerned that income-driven plans may create a “moral hazard” where students 
engage in riskier financial behavior because they will not have to face the full cost of their actions. Specifically, 
there are concerns that students will end up borrowing more and becoming less sensitive to education costs 
because of the availability of income-driven payment plans.48 As a result, colleges may face less pressure to limit 
tuition increases and other costs and fees.49

Moreover, there is concern among some researchers that increased or automatic enrollment in income-driven 
plans could reduce pressures on governments and colleges to make higher education more affordable.50 The 
assurance of more affordable payments on the back end (i.e., in repayment) could draw attention away from 
the costs that students are asked to cover on the front end. If governments continue to roll back their funding 
of public colleges, tuition charges at those institutions would likely increase. Faced with budgetary pressures, 
both colleges and governments could also end up providing less need-based grant aid, which has been shown to 
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increase college access and completion.51 This concern was expressed as early as the first proposals for income-
driven repayment in the 1960s52 and is related to the broader shift that has already taken place from public 
funding of higher education to financing by students and families themselves, as demonstrated by students’ 
increased reliance on loans.53 

Reducing program complexity
Targeting benefits to specific types of borrowers or otherwise adding elements to the income-driven repayment 
formula can make these plans more difficult for borrowers to navigate and for servicers to administer. Research 
shows that the programs’ confusing enrollment and annual recertification processes already make it difficult 
for borrowers to take advantage of these choices.54 While the 2019 FUTURE Act—which directs the IRS and the 
Department of Education to securely share relevant borrower tax return data—will streamline administrative 
roadblocks and help borrowers more easily enroll and remain in IDR plans, this law has not been fully 
implemented and leaves some problems unaddressed. 

Income-driven payments are typically lower than payments in 
other plans, reducing borrowers’ likelihood of delinquency and 
default
For many borrowers, being enrolled in an IDR plan lowers monthly payments.55 In fact, for those with incomes 
below a certain threshold (e.g., 150% of the federal poverty guideline), payments can be as little as $0. A 
snapshot of borrowers enrolled in REPAYE reveals that more than half (54%) had a $0 scheduled monthly 
payment.56 Similarly, another analysis found that almost half (48%) of borrowers enrolled in IDR plans pay $0 per 
month.57

Beyond this, existing studies report widely different estimates of borrowers’ average monthly payments—
ranging from $12 to $250, as shown below. These discrepancies may reflect differences in how the research was 
conducted and the population of borrowers studied. 

 • When examining borrowers enrolled in REPAYE, one analysis found that the median monthly payment was 
$91.58

 • A Consumer Financial Protection Bureau analysis of credit bureau data found that borrowers’ average 
monthly payment the quarter after enrolling in an income-driven plan was $97, compared with $219 before 
enrolling.59

 • However, another analysis identified the median income-driven payment as $12.60

 • An analysis of 2016 Department of Education data found the average payment to be $154.61 

 • A small survey of those with mostly four-year and graduate degrees—and thus more debt and higher 
incomes than average—found the median income-driven payment to be $250.62

Although the Department of Education’s data systems include borrowers’ monthly payments in income-driven 
plans, those statistics are not regularly shared with the public.

As a result of lower payments, the delinquency and default rates for borrowers in income-driven plans have 
been consistently found to be substantially lower than those of borrowers in fixed-payment plans, such as the 
Standard Repayment Plan.63 For example, the CBO has documented that borrowers enrolled in income-driven 
plans have about half the default rate as borrowers in other plans. (See Figure 1.)64 In addition, one analysis found 
that previously defaulted borrowers were less likely to redefault if they enrolled in an IDR plan after bringing their 
loans back into good standing through rehabilitation—one mechanism for exiting default.65
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Note: In this figure, borrowers are categorized as repaying through an income-driven plan if they were enrolled in such a plan 
in their first or second year of repayment.

Source: Congressional Budget Office, “Income-Driven Repayment Plans for Student Loans: Budgetary Costs and Policy 
Options” (2020), https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-02/55968-CBO-IDRP.pdf

© 2021 The Pew Charitable Trusts

Figure 1

Borrowers Enrolled in IDR Plans Have Lower Default Rates Than 
Borrowers Enrolled in Fixed Payment Plans
Cumulative default rates by repayment plan type among borrowers who began 
repayment in 2012
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Key problem: Income-driven payments may still be unaffordable for some 
borrowers.
However, qualitative research shows that some borrowers still find income-driven payments unaffordable, 
primarily because their income is volatile or because income-driven plans don’t sufficiently account for the 
range of expenses they may incur.66 Recent Pew survey data shows that while more affordable payments are an 
important reason why borrowers chose to enroll in IDR plans, nearly half of borrowers previously or currently 
enrolled reported that their monthly payment was still too high.67 Monthly payments in income-driven plans are 
typically based on the borrower’s income from their most recent federal income tax return, which may not reflect 
their current income. While borrowers can ask their loan servicer to recalculate their payment amounts because 
of changes in income, monthly payments are not automatically adjusted in real time. Additionally, borrowers 
may owe payments on private student loans, medical costs, or other expenses that are not factored into the 
income-driven payment calculation. For example, one small survey found that nearly half of borrowers in income-
driven repayment also had private student loan debt.68 Some borrowers reported missing or pausing payments 
because income-driven plans did not adequately take into account other aspects of their household expenses 
and financial obligations.69 Additionally, more than one-fifth of Black borrowers in a recent study reported being 
unable to afford food, rent, or health care, despite being enrolled in income-driven plans.70 Quantitative data 
supports these concerns raised about income-driven plans’ affordability—while delinquency and default rates are 
lower for borrowers enrolled in income-driven plans, delinquency and default are not completely eliminated. 71 

Borrowers in income-driven plans often experience balance 
growth, take longer to pay down principal, and pay more over 
the life of their loans 
Several studies have found that borrowers in income-driven plans are less likely to pay down or take longer to 
start paying down their principal, compared to borrowers in fixed-payment plans.72 The CBO found that loan 
balances increase over time for the typical borrower in income-driven repayment but decrease over time for 
those in fixed-payment plans.73 Within five years of entering repayment, more than 75% of borrowers in income-
driven plans owed more than they originally borrowed. Although other analyses have found different trends for 
short-term balance growth, balances may grow over time.74

This balance growth in income-driven repayment is largely the result of plan design: Lowering monthly payment 
amounts and extending repayment periods causes interest to accrue.75 Yet balance growth is not limited to 
borrowers enrolled in income-driven plans. A recent Pew analysis found that borrowers who owed more than 
their original balances after five years in repayment had frequently missed and paused their payments while 
interest continued to accrue.76 Those borrowers typically paused their payments for almost a year, and 75% had 
been delinquent at least once. Another study of bachelor’s degree recipients found that delaying repayment 
reduced the likelihood of paying down principal by almost 57%.77

Moreover, borrowers who enroll in income-driven repayment may exhibit other characteristics associated with 
taking longer to pay down their loan balances, even if they were in a different repayment plan. For example, 
research links higher debt amounts78 and lower incomes with borrowers’ having a lower likelihood of paying 
down their loan balances over time, and several analyses indicate that borrowers in IDR plans tend to have lower 
incomes and higher debt loads than borrowers in other repayment plans.79 
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Key problem: Borrowers often experience balance growth in income-
driven plans, which can cause discouragement and frustration. 
Qualitative research reveals that balance growth can cause discouragement and frustration among borrowers.80 
Having a growing balance—from interest accrual, capitalization, periods of paused payments or nonpayment, or 
income-driven payments that did not cover the accruing interest—can create psychological and financial barriers 
to repayment for many borrowers. In recent focus groups, the tension between borrowers’ desire for lower 
payments and their frustration at rising balances was especially prevalent in conversations about IDR plans.81 
Additionally, a study of Black borrowers found that some of those enrolled in income-driven plans described their 
student loans as a lifetime sentence and growing balances as “shackles on their ankle,” expressing skepticism 
about eventual forgiveness.82 

Borrowers in income-driven plans tend to have low or moderate 
incomes and high debt, yet some of the lowest-income 
borrowers are not enrolled
Studies have shown that most borrowers in income-driven plans have low or moderate incomes. Based on a 
review of 2014 data from the Department of Education, the Government Accountability Office found that 70% 
of borrowers enrolled in an income-based repayment plan and 83% of PAYE borrowers earned between $1 and 
$20,000.83 Similarly, using 2016 data from the nationally representative Survey of Consumer Finances, the Urban 
Institute found that most borrowers in income-driven plans had household incomes between $20,000 and 
$60,000.84 Additionally, about half of borrowers in income-driven plans are making $0 monthly payments, which 
indicates that their income is so low that they are not considered to have any discretionary income.85 

However, studies suggest that the lowest-income borrowers are less likely to enroll in income-driven plans than 
moderate-income borrowers, even though they are more likely to fall behind on payments.86 For example, one 
analysis of 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances data found that 53% of borrowers with incomes between $60,000 
and $80,000 were enrolled in income-driven plans, compared with only 30% of borrowers with incomes 
between $1 and $20,000.87 Research has also found that the highest earners were less likely to enroll in income-
driven repayment than moderate earners.88 In one study, the highest earners (earning $100,000 or more) were 
11 percentage points less likely to be enrolled in income-driven repayment than those earning between $40,000 
and $55,000.89 

Studies have also found that borrowers in income-driven plans have higher debts than borrowers in other 
repayment plans. For example, one analysis found that recent borrowers who entered such plans had nearly 
twice as much debt, on average, as borrowers in the Standard Repayment Plan.90 Similarly, a study of bachelor’s 
degree recipients found that borrowers in income-driven plans borrowed, on average, over $15,000 more than 
non-income-driven plan borrowers.91 Another analysis found the starting debt amounts of borrowers in income-
driven repayment to be higher than those of borrowers in standard payment plans for certain household income 
brackets only.92 In terms of whether borrowers enroll in income-driven plans, some studies have found that 
borrowers with higher debt were more likely to enroll.93

Since 2010, the Department of Education has been the lender for all new federal loans through a program called 
the William D. Ford Direct Loan program, commonly referred to as Direct Loans. Figure 2 illustrates how a 
disproportionately large share of direct loan dollars being repaid in income-driven plans are held by borrowers 
with high loan balances. For example, only 37% of Direct Loan dollars are held by borrowers with more than 
$100,000 of debt, compared with more than half (52%) of loan dollars repaid under income-driven repayment. 
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Figure 2

A Greater Share of Borrowers With More Than $100,000 of Debt 
Are Enrolled in Income-Driven Plans
Direct Loan portfolio compared to IDR portfolio, as of March 31, 2021

Notes: Figures reflect the share of dollars outstanding in the Direct Loan portfolio as well as the share of dollars being repaid 
within an IDR plan. Data is accurate as of March 31, 2021. 

Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Direct Loan Portfolio by Borrower Debt Size” (2021), https://studentaid.gov/sites/
default/files/fsawg/datacenter/library/DLPortfolio-by-Debt-Size.xls

© 2021 The Pew Charitable Trusts 

Key problem: Some borrowers who could benefit most from protections 
against delinquency and default are not enrolled in income-driven 
repayment.
As mentioned above, studies show that the lowest-income borrowers are less likely to enroll in income-
driven plans than moderate-income borrowers, even though they are more likely to fall behind on payments.94 
Additionally, while graduate borrowers represent a disproportionately large share of borrowers in income-driven 
plans, compared to fixed-payment plans,95 borrowers with lower levels of education—particularly those who do 
not complete a college degree—are more at risk of delinquency and default.96 In fact, a recent study found that 
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Considerations External to the Repayment System

While this paper focuses on borrower characteristics and behaviors that are directly related to 
repayment, it is important to acknowledge that not all borrowers are at the same risk of default when 
entering the repayment system. For example, and perhaps counterintuitively, borrowers who owe the 
least—often less than $10,000—and may not have completed their programs of study default at higher 
rates than those with larger balances.98 And borrowers who attend for-profit institutions (and, to a lesser 
extent, public two-year institutions) default at higher rates than those attending other types of schools.99 

In addition, borrowers of color, particularly African Americans, and first-generation students face default 
at higher rates than their peers.100

These disparities require a long-term, systemic approach, such as one that includes efforts to 
increase college completion, ensure that colleges are offering quality programs, address labor market 
discrimination, and reduce the amount of debt that students need to borrow in the first place. 
Nevertheless, improvements to the student loan repayment system—both in design and implementation 
of income-driven plans—could be extremely helpful to the borrowers who are struggling the most. 

While there is limited available data on and research into the demographics and enrollment behavior of 
those in IDR plans, some studies are beginning to shed light on these characteristics. Gaining a better 
understanding of who is accessing and using income-driven plans allows researchers and policymakers 
to assess the effects and effectiveness of these plans.

Gender: Some studies have found that female borrowers are more likely to enroll in income-driven 
plans,101 and female borrowers make up a larger share of borrowers enrolled in these plans.102 

Race: There is not consensus on trends in enrollment in income-driven plans by race. A recent analysis 
found that nearly half of Black (49%) and Hispanic (46%) borrowers are enrolled in income-driven plans, 
compared to 39% of White borrowers.103 Though Black borrowers were more likely to enroll than White 
borrowers, they were also twice as likely to fall behind on payments without accessing income-driven 
repayment. Other studies have also found that non-White borrowers are more likely to enroll in income-
driven repayment than White borrowers,104 while another analysis found that the relationship between 
racial minority status and income-driven plan enrollment varies based on the model specified.105 

Age: The Department of Education regularly publishes data on the age of borrowers in income-driven 
plans. More than 2 in 5 (44%) borrowers repaying federally held loans in income-driven plans are 
between 25 and 34 years old.106 Another 37% are between 35 and 49 years old. A separate analysis of 
credit bureau data found that the average age of borrowers at the time of enrollment was 36 years old.107 
Additionally, the Urban Institute found that borrowers in income-driven plans are younger than those in 
other plans and that borrowers over 50 are less likely to be enrolled.108

Characteristics while in school: Some studies have found that borrowers enrolled in income-driven plans 
had lower family incomes when they were in college than those not in income-driven plans.109 Studies 

Continued on next page

almost one-third (32%) of borrowers who did not complete college were behind on their payments and were 
not enrolled in income-driven repayment.97 Since the widely agreed-upon goal of income-driven repayment is 
to provide more affordable payments to borrowers and help them avoid delinquency and default, it is crucial to 
evaluate whether the borrowers who most need those protections are enrolled. 
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have also examined the educational attainment,110 majors,111 and GPAs of borrowers in income-driven 
plans,112 though more research would be needed to clarify those trends.

Family structure: Data from the Department of Education shows that a larger share of borrowers 
in income-driven plans file federal taxes as single than as married.113 Also, a study based on a small, 
nonrepresentative sample of borrowers found that married borrowers were less likely to enroll in 
such plans.114 Another analysis found that, compared with those not enrolled in income-driven plans, 
borrowers who were enrolled and received bachelor’s degrees are more likely to be unmarried with 
dependent children, and less likely to be married without dependent children.115 

Type of school: The Department of Education regularly publishes snapshots of data on borrowers and 
their loan balances by school type, and distributions by school type are also available in the department’s 
longitudinal studies. Among borrowers who entered college in the 2011-12 year and entered repayment 
by 2017, private for-profit (20%) and private nonprofit four-year college students (21%) were more likely 
to enroll in an income-driven plan than public four-year (17%) and public two-year college students 
(15%).116 

Barriers to accessing income-driven plans 
IDR plans can help borrowers stay on top of their loan payments and avoid default, but first borrowers must be 
aware of these plans, enroll, and recertify each year. 

Key problem: Borrowers face administrative challenges accessing and 
retaining affordable payments in income-driven plans. 
Both quantitative and qualitative data reveal major procedural obstacles to accessing income-driven plans. These 
obstacles include a lack of information and assistance from loan servicers, problems with the application process, 
and difficulties with the required annual recertification of income and family size. These barriers can lead to 
real consequences for borrowers, including delays in entering plans or payment increases when borrowers miss 
recertification deadlines.117 

Loan servicers have been criticized for inadequately informing borrowers about income-driven plans. In a 2019 
audit, the Department of Education’s Office of the Inspector General found “recurring instances at all servicers” 
in which servicers did not sufficiently inform borrowers about their available repayment options.118 An earlier 
investigation from the Government Accountability Office found that servicers’ communications did not include 
information about how these plans work or what their eligibility requirements were.119

Complaints from borrowers echo those findings. In some cases, borrowers report being told about income-
driven plans only if they asked about them.120 Instead of being informed about these plans, some borrowers 
were advised to delay their payments through deferments or forbearances.121 In addition, borrowers in recent 
focus groups stated that they only learned about income-driven repayment after they were already experiencing 
repayment distress.122 A significant share thought they would have benefited from being enrolled and having 
lower payments earlier.

However, in a recent Pew survey, 75% of borrowers reported having heard about income-driven repayment.123 
And other research indicates that borrowers who did hear about these plans were sometimes confused or 
suspicious about the option,124 which could reflect a lack of understanding of or trust in the program. Some 
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borrowers decided not to enroll because they were concerned about growing balances and skeptical that their 
balances would eventually be forgiven, while others said they were given other options but still requested a 
deferment or forbearance.125 (One servicer reported that it was unable to contact most severely delinquent 
borrowers by phone, and only a small share of those contacted took the steps needed to enroll in an income-
driven plan.126)

Additionally, once borrowers enroll in income-driven plans, data shows that a substantial share have difficulty 
with the required annual recertification process. According to 2013 and 2014 data from the Department of 
Education, more than half (57%) of borrowers enrolled in income-driven plans did not recertify their incomes 
on time.127 Almost one-third (31%) of these borrowers had their loans go into a hardship-related forbearance or 
deferment. Additionally, an estimated 15% of those who did not recertify on time and did not recertify within six 
months were delinquent when the data was collected. 

More recent data from other sources continues to show that borrowers miss recertification deadlines in income-
driven plans, but the estimates vary. This variation may be due to differences in how the data was measured. An 
analysis of more recent credit bureau data found that 20% of borrowers in income-driven plans appear to have 
missed their recertification deadline.128 Delinquency rates tripled among borrowers who did not recertify on time 
and experienced increases in their monthly payments. Another analysis found that over 60% of borrowers failed 
to recertify on time after their first year in income-based repayment and experienced payment increases as a 
result.129 Similarly, an analysis of federal data suggests that about half of borrowers enrolling in the REPAYE plan 
fail to recertify on time and are moved into the alternative repayment plan.130 Additionally, Navient, a student loan 
servicer, reported that 32% of borrowers in an income-driven plan did not recertify, even after an average of 40 
contact attempts.131 

Borrowers also report application delays, the rejection of incomplete applications without an opportunity to fix 
them, being placed in the wrong repayment plans, and difficulty transitioning into these plans after defaulting on 
their loans.132 Some borrowers indicated that they did not receive notices for recertification, while others received 
them but said that the notices did not clearly explain the recertification process or state the deadline.133

Government investigations and borrower complaints have revealed other issues with income-driven repayment-
related processes, as well. For example, servicers have incorrectly calculated monthly payment amounts in 
income-driven plans, which can lead borrowers to face payments that are not affordable.134 

Options for reforming income-driven repayment
The research outlined above highlights four key problems related to income-driven repayment: the under-
enrollment of struggling borrowers; the unaffordability of monthly payments for some borrowers, even while 
in an income-driven plan; balance growth; and barriers to enrollment in and recertification for these plans. This 
section considers potential options for addressing those problems, with a focus on the widely agreed-upon goal 
of income-driven repayment—providing more affordable payments to borrowers, reducing their likelihood of 
delinquency and default—and the borrowers who could benefit most from those protections. 

Table B.1 in Appendix B outlines the key challenges with income-driven repayment, as identified in the research, 
principles for reform to address those problems, and potential options for reform. This table includes a summary 
of potential benefits and drawbacks for each reform option, given considerations raised by stakeholders. (For 
more details, see the “Goals of and considerations for income-driven repayment plans” section earlier in this 
paper.) In many cases, more data and research are needed to fully assess the effects of each potential reform on 
different types of borrowers. But in some cases, existing research points toward promising solutions that could be 
undertaken by Congress and the Department of Education. 
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Principle for reform: Increase income-driven plan enrollment of borrowers 
who are most likely to benefit from protections against delinquency and 
default.
Though income-driven repayment is largely successful in reducing monthly payments for borrowers and reducing 
their likelihood of delinquency and default, some struggling borrowers are still not enrolled in those plans, and 
some are not made aware of income-driven plans until after they are already experiencing repayment distress. 
For example, studies have found that borrowers with the lowest incomes are less likely to be enrolled in income-
driven plans than moderate-income borrowers, despite the lowest-income borrowers’ higher likelihood of falling 
behind on payments.135 To address this problem, reforms should seek to increase the enrollment of borrowers 
who are most likely to benefit from income-driven repayment’s protections against delinquency and default. 

Simplify how income-driven plans are offered within the student loan repayment system.

Many stakeholders have recommended streamlining the multiple existing plans into one income-driven 
option.136 An income-driven option could be provided alongside a fixed repayment plan,137 or it could be the only 
repayment plan available.138 Other proposals would automatically enroll delinquent borrowers in an income-
driven plan,139 or would require all borrowers, regardless of their payment status, to be automatically enrolled 
in such a plan unless they opt out.140 In the fall 2021 negotiated rule-making session, the department proposed 
automatically enrolling borrowers who are at least 80 days delinquent or in default into an income-driven plan, if 
the borrower provides consent to disclose his or her tax information.141

Streamlining the existing income-driven plans into one option would help reduce borrower confusion and make 
the program easier for borrowers to access and for servicers to implement and communicate to borrowers. At 
the same time, research supports the need to retain a fixed payment option, like what is currently available in 
the standard 10-year repayment plan. Allowing borrowers to choose a fixed payment option acknowledges that 
borrowers can have different preferences in repayment. Research shows that some borrowers prefer paying 
down their loans more quickly and paying less in total,142 while others prefer to have lower monthly payments 
in an income-driven plan.143 There are a number of reasons why borrowers may prefer fixed payment plans over 
income-driven payments, including a desire to repay their loans more quickly, make consistent payment amounts, 
avoid the paperwork requirements of income-driven repayment, and potentially access lower payments. 
These varying preferences reflect the trade-offs of income-driven repayment, from the borrower perspective. 
Though borrowers in income-driven plans are less likely to experience delinquency and default, they also tend 
to experience balance growth and can end up paying more over the life of their loans. Although some of these 
preferences could be addressed by prepaying loans within income-driven plans (i.e., borrowers paying more than 
their calculated monthly amount), that option would still require borrowers to enroll in income-driven repayment, 
provide income documentation, and recertify every year—hurdles that some may prefer to avoid. 

Retaining a fixed payment option may also help mitigate the potential consequences of making income-driven 
repayment the only repayment option for student loan borrowers, such as costs to taxpayers and concerns about 
“cost-shifting” and “moral hazard.” For more information about those concerns, please see the “Goals of and 
considerations for income-driven repayment plans” section above. 

Additionally, research suggests potential benefits for automatically enrolling borrowers in income-driven 
repayment, rather than having standard 10-year repayment be the plan that borrowers are automatically placed 
in if they do not make a different choice. Pew research has previously found that automatic enrollment—where 
individuals have to opt out rather than opt in—can have a dramatic impact on takeup for employer-sponsored 
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retirement savings plans, an effect that could be mirrored within the student loan repayment system.144 Setting 
income-driven repayment as the default (automatic) plan would likely increase enrollment in that plan and 
help borrowers avoid delinquency and default. Borrowers who prefer fixed payments could choose that option. 
However, broadly implementing automatic enrollment in income-driven plans would require the Department of 
Education to have access to borrowers’ income data, such as through data-sharing with the Treasury Department 
and IRS, without borrowers first needing to opt into the data-sharing. 

Automatic income-driven plan enrollment would especially help the low-income or otherwise vulnerable 
borrowers who struggle to afford payments in the standard plan and experience difficulty enrolling and remaining 
in income-driven plans. Although there are trade-offs associated with income-driven repayment, the relative 
benefits of automatic enrollment are largest for borrowers who are at the highest risk of default, such as those 
who have already missed a substantial number of payments. Allowing borrowers to easily opt into a fixed 
payment option would also help address the potential drawbacks of automatic enrollment in income-driven 
repayment. If policymakers do choose to streamline the income-driven plans and/or make income-driven plan 
enrollment automatic, it is crucial to ensure that the plan is designed to best achieve the goals of income-
driven repayment, while addressing the drawbacks and challenges regarding balance growth, affordability, and 
administrative hurdles. 

Make it easier for defaulted borrowers to enroll in income-driven repayment.

To help the neediest borrowers access income-driven repayment, research supports allowing borrowers with 
defaulted loans to exit default by enrolling in an income-driven plan, rather than needing to first navigate the 
lengthy and complex rehabilitation process.145 Rehabilitation requires borrowers to make nine on-time payments 
within a 10-month window.146 Borrowers currently face a number of obstacles in exiting default and then 
transitioning into income-driven plans, including communication and paperwork processing breakdowns.147 Even 
though income-driven plan enrollment substantially decreases the likelihood that previously defaulted borrowers 
will default again, fewer than 1 in 10 borrowers who completed rehabilitation were enrolled in IDR plans and 
making payments within the first nine months of exiting default.148 

Research suggests that simplifying the process of entering income-driven plans after default would help 
borrowers stay on top of their payments. Consolidation provides a faster path out of default than rehabilitation, 
and a government analysis showed that nearly all (95%) borrowers who used consolidation to exit default were 
still in active repayment 12 months later.149 However, borrowers can generally only consolidate out of default 
once, unless they have taken out more loans. Allowing defaulted borrowers to more easily exit default and 
enter income-driven plans would help them stay current on their loan payments and avoid defaulting again. 
Considering this evidence, as well as the lack of downsides associated with this reform option, Pew recommends 
that policymakers take steps toward making directly transitioning from default to an income-driven plan possible 
for borrowers with defaulted loans. 150

Set servicing standards and improve communication with borrowers.

Separate from potential structural changes, it is important to ensure that information about income-driven 
plans is consistently reaching borrowers. While improving borrower communication and setting standards for 
servicing are both valuable goals, it is worth noting this approach alone may not be as effective for increasing 
income-driven plan enrollment as the larger, structural proposals discussed above. None of these proposals are 
mutually exclusive; policymakers should consider both structural reforms and improvements to student loan 
servicing as they evaluate measures to improve the student loan repayment system.

Pew supports efforts to ensure that the information provided to borrowers is consistent, accurate, relevant, 
and timely.151 Communication efforts should be designed using research on how and when information is most 
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effectively delivered. For example, recent studies suggest that the way in which servicers explain income-driven 
plans when borrowers are considering enrollment could influence how many borrowers choose to enroll, and 
that personalized emails may be an effective mechanism for enhancing borrower outreach.152 The Department 
of Education should consider how to provide targeted, timely information about repayment through its own 
channels, such as direct communication with borrowers or its Aid Summary or Loan Simulator tools. 

The Department of Education should also work to improve loan servicers’ communications about income-driven 
repayment, including outreach about the program generally and responses to incomplete applications.153 It should 
facilitate more uniform, effective servicer communications by identifying promising methods for servicers to 
deliver timely information to borrowers, evaluating the outcomes, and requiring servicers to adopt those best 
practices.

More broadly, the department should establish clear standards for high-quality servicing, including income-
driven repayment-related metrics, and provide oversight to ensure proper implementation. Those standards 
should include a focus on borrower outcomes—such as reducing rates of delinquency and default—and require 
targeted outreach to borrowers in periods of transition, such as early in repayment and while using a forbearance 
or deferment. Those transition periods align with research showing that borrowers who end up defaulting show 
signs of distress early in repayment,154 and that many borrowers who eventually defaulted on their loans had 
paused payments.155 The department can also consider other risk indicators, as they are identified by additional 
research, when providing guidance and compensation to servicers and deploying resources to manage the federal 
student loan portfolio. For example, it could provide incentives for loan servicers to successfully contact at-risk 
borrowers and enroll delinquent borrowers in income-driven plans before their loans become 90 days past due. 
More research is needed into how to best set up those standards and metrics.

Principle for reform: Ensure that income-driven payments are affordable, 
especially for low-income and low-resource borrowers.
Though based on income, monthly payments in income-driven plans can still be unaffordable for some 
borrowers. Borrowers may face payments on private student loans, medical costs, or other expenses that are 
not factored into the income-driven payment calculation.156 Some borrowers in income-driven plans still become 
delinquent and default, though their risk of doing so is much lower than in fixed repayment plans. 

More research about low-income and low-resource borrowers’ experiences with income-driven repayment is 
needed to determine how to best design reforms addressing affordability concerns. For example, it would be 
helpful to investigate which borrowers are experiencing delinquency or default in income-driven plans, and 
why. To what extent is their risk of default associated with their monthly payment amount, income, expenses, 
loan balance, or other factors? Additionally, learning more about the characteristics of borrowers who perceive 
income-driven payments to be unaffordable, the drivers of that perception, and any contributing factors that are 
external to the repayment system would provide helpful context for policymakers when weighing the trade-offs 
of potential reform options, including those discussed below.

Use potential reforms to address the affordability of payments in income-driven plans

Several elements of IDR plan design could be adjusted to help make low-income and low-resource borrowers 
better able to afford their monthly payments. 

The most direct way to make payments more affordable would be to reduce monthly payments for some or all 
borrowers in income-driven plans. This can primarily be accomplished in two ways, using the existing formula 
for calculating monthly payments. First, policymakers can lower the percentage of a borrower’s discretionary 
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income—currently 10%-20%—that he or she is required to repay each month. Second, they can raise the 
percentage of the federal poverty guidelines that is withheld from income-driven repayment calculations.157 These 
new formulas could be applied equally to all borrowers or differ based on the borrower’s income, debt amount, or 
other characteristics. In the fall 2021 negotiated rule-making session, the department proposed reducing monthly 
payments through both of these methods—increasing the percentage of federal poverty guidelines withheld from 
payment calculations and lowering the percentage of discretionary income used to calculate monthly payments, 
using a marginal rate based on borrowers’ income.158 

Reducing monthly payment amounts in income-driven plans would help ensure that those payments are 
affordable and could help low-income and low-resource borrowers avoid delinquency and default, advancing the 
goal of income-driven repayment. However, there are potential drawbacks. These changes would extend some 
borrowers’ time in repayment (as their balances get paid down more slowly), lead to increased balance growth, 
and could increase the total amount they repay (depending on whether they end up fully paying off their balances 
before the end of their repayment period). Those drawbacks could be addressed by interventions limiting balance 
growth, which are discussed in the next section. Additionally, lowering monthly payments could provide a larger 
benefit to high-balance borrowers than low-balance ones.159 This change would also increase government costs 
and could raise concerns about moral hazard and cost-shifting, though those consequences could be mitigated by 
targeting reforms toward specific groups of borrowers. 

Another option for addressing the affordability of income-driven payments is to consider borrowers’ expenses 
in the monthly payment calculation.160 Pew’s research on family financial security indicates that the state of a 
family’s balance sheet can play a role in its ability to repay a student loan: Many families, even those who appear 
secure, can have income that varies sharply from month to month or experience financial shocks that make 
it difficult to plan and budget, even for regular expenses such as student loans.161 There is some precedent for 
consideration of this problem in the current system: Borrowers who default on their loans and try to rehabilitate 
their defaulted loans can ask their loan holders to calculate a monthly payment that is based on their income and 
expenses.162 

The main drawback of attempting to account for borrowers’ expenses is that it would add substantial complexity 
to program implementation. Notably, the automatic option for borrowers rehabilitating their defaulted loans is 
to calculate a monthly payment using 15% of borrowers’ discretionary income, rather than the approach that 
incorporates expenses. A simpler way to ensure that low-resource borrowers can afford their payments is to 
increase the percentage of the federal poverty guidelines withheld from income-driven payment calculations 
for some or all borrowers. For example, the percentage could be increased for borrowers with children, other 
dependents, or those using federal safety net programs such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program.

Permanently exclude forgiven debt from taxation

Finally, permanently exempting forgiven student debt amounts from being taxed as income would prevent 
borrowers from facing unaffordable charges because of income-driven repayment. Though not the central goal 
of income-driven repayment, forgiveness at the end of the repayment period helps protect borrowers against 
carrying student debt for the rest of their lives. More data is needed on the characteristics of borrowers who 
have already received forgiveness under income-driven repayment, but program design suggests that borrowers 
who end up with unpaid balances after 20 or 25 years of repayment are likely those with low incomes relative 
to their debt for a long period of time. Those borrowers may not have the resources to pay a tax liability, and the 
forgiveness of their unpaid loan balances does not provide a windfall of income that borrowers can use to cover 
their increased tax burden. If a goal of providing forgiveness in income-driven repayment is to prevent borrowers 
from carrying student debt in perpetuity, it is counterproductive to then require borrowers to make additional 
payments to the IRS. 
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Until recently, forgiven debt in income-driven plans has been considered taxable income, which means that 
borrowers must pay taxes on the forgiven amount.163 The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 exempts discharged 
and forgiven student loan balances from taxation through 2025, but the change is not permanent.164 Modeling 
done by researchers shows that borrowers can face high tax liabilities if their forgiven debt is considered taxable 
income.165 Because of these factors, Pew supports permanently eliminating the taxation of debt amounts forgiven 
under income-driven plans for all borrowers, after the temporary exemption expires. 

Principle for reform: Reduce the growth of borrowers’ loan balances in 
income-driven repayment.
Research shows that IDR can cause borrowers to pay more in total and take longer to pay down their balances. 
Growing balances due to negative amortization can be discouraging and frustrating for borrowers. 

Potential reforms

Reducing balance growth might have psychological benefits for borrowers and could remove a barrier that 
prevents some borrowers from enrolling in income-driven plans. However, more research is needed to determine 
the best approach for addressing balance growth, and to explore the effect of balance growth on borrowers’ 
repayment behavior. Future Pew analyses will model how different reform options addressing balance growth 
would affect borrowers’ repayment trajectory.  

There are a number of options for reducing balance growth in income-driven repayment. For example, 
policymakers could cap the amount of unpaid interest that can accrue each month.166 Most existing IDR plans 
already include some kind of interest subsidy, with REPAYE offering the most generous version, where the 
government pays all remaining interest for the first three years of repayment on subsidized loans and half of 
remaining interest afterward, as well as half the remaining interest on unsubsidized loans during all periods. 
However, the interest subsidy could be increased further, and the government could even subsidize all unpaid 
interest.167 In the fall 2021 negotiated rule-making session, the department proposed a new income-driven plan 
that would subsidize all unpaid interest when borrowers’ monthly payment is calculated to be $0.168 Other 
options to reduce balance growth include eliminating interest capitalization within income-driven plans,169 
waiving interest for low-income borrowers,170 or pausing interest accrual during periods of deferment or 
forbearance when borrowers are enrolled in income-driven plans. In the same fall 2021 session, the department 
also proposed eliminating interest capitalization in certain cases for borrowers in income-driven plans.171

Additionally, to reduce borrowers’ total payment amounts, policymakers could shorten the amount of time that 
borrowers make payments in income-driven repayment before receiving forgiveness. This shortened period 
could be applied for all borrowers or certain groups of borrowers (e.g., based on income or debt amount).172 These 
changes would help mitigate the impact of balance growth in income-driven plans, and reduce the total amount 
that borrowers end up paying over the life of their loans.

Also, rather than providing forgiveness of all unpaid balances after the end of the maximum repayment period, 
policymakers could consider providing incremental forgiveness, in which part of the borrower’s balance would 
be forgiven based on the remaining balance and/or the number of years the borrower has spent repaying.173 
And payments made before loan consolidation could be counted toward loan forgiveness.174 Under the current 
policy, the maximum repayment period is reset when borrowers consolidates their loans and their previous 
qualifying payments are not counted.175 Notably, this also applies to borrowers who consolidate their loans as 
a way to exit default. If they make payments in an income-driven plan, default, consolidate out of default, and 
then re-enter an income-driven plan, their previous payments will not count toward forgiveness. Note that their 
repayment period would not start over if they rehabilitated their loans to exit default, rather than consolidating. 
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As part of its fall 2021 negotiated rule-making session, the department proposed counting payments made 
before consolidation toward forgiveness, in addition to counting additional types of deferments and payments 
made under “hold harmless” procedures.176  

When evaluating these proposals, it is worth considering that they would likely increase the cost of IDR plans to 
taxpayers, by reducing the amount that borrowers end up repaying.177 Providing forgiveness sooner might also 
raise concerns about how colleges could raise tuition and shift more costs onto students, or how students could 
end up borrowing more. While these concerns are worth taking into account, the benefits to borrowers of limiting 
balance growth may outweigh them. 

Principle for reform: Make it easier for borrowers to enroll and remain in 
income-driven plans.
Many borrowers encounter barriers to accessing and retaining affordable payments in income-driven plans, 
which can lead to delays in entering IDR, payment increases, and missed payments. Thus, there is a clear need to 
make it easier for borrowers to enroll and remain in income-driven repayment. 

Implement the FUTURE Act

The most direct way to address these issues is for the Department of Education and the IRS to work together to 
promptly and effectively implement the federal FUTURE Act.178 This law, enacted in December 2019, directs the 
IRS and the Department of Education to securely share relevant borrower data, so that borrowers who opt into 
the data-sharing would no longer have to proactively provide their income data to loan servicers. If implemented 
effectively, the FUTURE Act will help ensure that millions of borrowers are able to more easily enroll and continue 
making affordable payments in income-driven plans. Yet the department has not yet announced a timeline for 
implementing the portions of the law that relate to income-driven repayment.179

To successfully deliver on the law’s promise, the IRS and Department of Education must begin coordinating as 
soon as possible to ensure that implementation is prompt and designed to reduce administrative hurdles.180 
The agencies should put in place multiple opportunities to engage with borrowers to give approval to have their 
data shared, both before and after they leave school, and make sure that borrowers are clearly informed about 
payment changes. It is also important to ensure that the repayment process remains manageable for those who 
do not give approval. These borrowers must still be allowed to access income-driven plans by using the IRS 
Data Retrieval Tool or submitting alternative documentation of their incomes.181 In addition, a clear process must 
be established to allow borrowers with special circumstances, such as those who lose their jobs, to manually 
recertify their incomes before the next year’s tax information is available. Finally, FUTURE Act implementation 
should align with other efforts by the department to improve the student loan servicing system. 

Improve the IDR application form and consider additional structural changes

Before the FUTURE Act is fully implemented, efforts could also be made to revise the current IDR application 
form to make it more user-friendly. Options include introducing more streamlined pathways throughout the 
application, including with pre-filled information, especially for borrowers who are recertifying their eligibility 
for IDR. A field experiment conducted by a student loan servicer found that pre-populating the application 
dramatically increased the likelihood that borrowers enroll in income-driven plans.182

Some of the structural changes to address the under-enrollment of struggling borrowers into income-driven 
plans would also generally make it easier for borrowers to enter income-driven plans. These changes include 
streamlining the existing plans into one income-driven option and automatically enrolling some or all 
borrowers into income-driven repayment. Those changes involve important trade-offs for both borrowers and 
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society at large, as discussed above. Allowing defaulted borrowers to directly enter income-driven repayment, 
without needing to first rehabilitate or consolidate, would also reduce barriers to enrollment. 

Insufficient evidence to support paycheck withholding of student loan payments 

Changes to how borrowers actually make their loan payments could simplify processes for some borrowers, 
but complicate them for others, along with carrying a host of other potential consequences. Currently, borrowers 
send their payments to loan servicers, and can opt in to set up automatic recurring payments. In lieu of that 
system, some researchers have proposed automatically withholding student loan payments from borrowers’ 
paychecks183 or having borrowers make payments through the tax system.184 Real-time withholding could allow 
monthly payments to automatically adjust to borrowers’ financial circumstances. Paycheck withholding of 
student loans within an income-driven framework has been implemented in other countries, but because the U.S. 
systems of higher education financing, taxation, and social safety nets are fundamentally different, implementing 
paycheck withholding of student loan payments may introduce an array of unintended consequences that harm 
vulnerable borrowers.185 

Until the answers to a number of important questions are better understood, policymakers should not prioritize 
paycheck withholding over other reforms that are better targeted toward struggling borrowers’ needs. For 
example, research shows that some borrowers prioritize other expenses over student loan payments,186 and data 
is needed to evaluate how the most vulnerable borrowers would be affected by the forced prioritization of student 
loan payments over expenses like housing, utilities, food, and health care. Additionally, evaluating the feasibility 
of paycheck withholding in the U.S. and whether it would truly simplify processes for all types of borrowers 
requires data on the share of student loan borrowers with unstable employment, multiple jobs, or gig economy 
employment. More research is also needed into how the income-driven repayment formula could work with 
paycheck withholding. For example, would employers have to know about a borrower’s other sources of income, 
their spouse’s income, family size, and other information? Qualitative research would help explore borrowers’ 
perspectives on this potential change, such as privacy concerns. 

Relying on employers to stop and start withholdings for student loan payments could also make it more difficult 
for policymakers to suspend repayment during periods of national crisis. For example, some defaulted student 
loan borrowers continued to have their paychecks garnished throughout 2020 despite a collections moratorium 
imposed earlier in the year.187 

More research and data on income-driven repayment are 
needed to help inform policy changes
Despite the desire for action among many groups to reform IDR plans, surprisingly little data is available to help 
researchers, advocates, and policymakers consider elements of plan design, how and which borrowers use these 
plans, and trade-offs involved with potential changes.

For example, the best source of data on borrowers in income-driven plans is the Department of Education, 
which records detailed borrower information in the National Student Loan Data System. However, analysts and 
researchers typically are not permitted to use this data, primarily due to privacy concerns. The department 
could make more data securely available without significant changes to its existing procedures. Department 
staff routinely extract random, de-identified samples of several million borrowers for use by its Office of Budget 
Service and could share those extracts, or other anonymized data, with researchers to enable them to assess 
the repayment status of struggling borrowers and identify potential interventions to reduce delinquency and 
default.188 The department could also collect and publish data from loan servicers, which may include more detail 
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about borrowers’ payment and delinquency histories. In addition, the department should provide more aggregate 
data on the characteristics of borrowers enrolled in IDR plans, improving what is available in the Federal Student 
Aid Data Center.189 (For example, the FSA Data Center currently does not include data on the incomes or family 
size of borrowers in income-driven plans.)

Some studies that rely on data from other sources—such as credit panel data and the Survey of Consumer 
Finances—have notable limitations. For example, some sources can only identify income at the household 
level, which might not be the income used to calculate the borrower’s payment in an income-driven plan. Other 
sources cannot directly measure enrollment in income-driven repayment, so studies have to infer enrollment 
based on other indicators. 

Answers to the outstanding questions below would help policymakers make evidence-based plan design 
decisions:

 • Who is enrolled in an income-driven plan, and how do borrowers’ characteristics change over the course 
of repayment? In particular, more information is needed about borrowers’ debt levels, income, family size, 
level of schooling, and tax filing status when entering an income-driven plan, as well as how certain factors 
change over time. (Changes in a borrower’s income, family size, and tax filing status can affect his or her 
monthly payments, which are recalculated every year, as well as interest capitalization.) 

 • How much do borrowers actually pay when enrolled in income-driven plans? For example, how much 
more or less do borrowers end up paying in income-driven plans over the life of their loans, compared 
with what they would repay in the Standard Repayment Plan or other repayment options?190 How long are 
borrowers typically in repayment? How much are their monthly payments, and how do they change over 
time? What share of borrowers in each plan are making monthly payments that are the same or higher than 
what they would have paid under the Standard Repayment Plan, and what are those payment amounts? 
Qualitative research would help further explore borrowers’ preferences for repaying under an income-
driven versus a fixed plan.

 • How do interest accrual and capitalization affect borrowers’ experiences in repayment and how much 
they repay over time? Though studies have examined balance growth and borrowers’ likelihood of paying 
down principal, no data is currently available that specifically examines interest accrual and capitalization, 
beyond some modeling with hypothetical borrowers.191 Specific data on this issue would be helpful for 
evaluating the impact of interest growth in these plans for different types of borrowers and exploring 
whether changes should be made to the treatment of interest (e.g., how to set an interest accrual cap, 
which loan types the cap should apply to, etc.).

 • How many borrowers have received forgiveness within income-driven plans, and what are the 
characteristics of those borrowers? While some counts of borrowers receiving forgiveness have been 
revealed via Freedom of Information Act requests,192 the department has not proactively shared those 
counts or other relevant information (e.g., the loan amounts borrowers were forgiven, their original debt 
amounts, and their income trajectories over time). 

 • What are ideal metrics and standards for servicing? The department should regularly publish data on the 
number of borrowers who have applied for an income-driven plan, how many were successfully enrolled, 
and how many missed their annual recertification deadline. It would also be helpful to have data on how 
long it takes borrowers to get enrolled in and how long it takes them to successfully recertify for income-
driven plans if they missed the deadline. Data could also be published on which communication methods 
were most effective in reaching borrowers who miss recertification deadlines.
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More research is also needed on repayment pathways to help identify indicators of serious distress that are likely 
to lead to default, as well as to shed light on the efficacy of existing repayment options and the barriers that 
borrowers currently face. Though numerous studies examine loan delinquency and default, most do not track the 
details of borrowers’ pathways through repayment, such as whether and for what length of time borrowers made 
payments or postponed payments before defaulting. 

Conclusion
Income-driven plans are an important tool in helping borrowers avoid delinquency and default, and enrollment in 
such plans has increased substantially over the past decade. While a growing body of research explores how and 
which types of borrowers use these plans and whether the structure of such plans effectively meets the needs of 
those struggling to repay their loans, much remains unknown, in large part because of limited availability of data. 

As policymakers move forward with reforms to the student loan repayment system, they should weigh the 
benefits and drawbacks of income-driven plans and consider how trade-offs in plan design would affect those 
most likely to be delinquent or default on their loans or experience balance growth over time. 
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Appendix A
Table A.1 

Borrowers Are Eligible for Multiple Income-Driven Plans
Each option has different eligibility requirements and formulas for determining 
monthly payments

Income-
Contingent 
Repayment 
(ICR) plan

Income-Based Repayment (IBR) 
plans

Pay As You 
Earn (PAYE) 

plan

Revised Pay 
As You Earn 

(REPAYE) plan15% IBR plan 10% IBR plan
Year plan was 
first made 
available to 
borrowers193

1995 2009 2014 2012 2015

Eligibility 
requirements

Direct Loan 
borrowers, with 
no other eligibility 
requirements.

ICR is the only 
income-driven 
plan available 
for borrowers 
with Parent PLUS 
loans, though they 
would need to 
consolidate those 
loans into a Direct 
consolidation loan.

All federal student 
loan borrowers 
(Direct or Federal 
Family Education 
loan), not 
including Parent 
PLUS loans.

Borrowers’ 
payments in IBR 
must be lower 
than what they 
would pay under 
the Standard 
Repayment Plan.

All federal 
student loan 
borrowers 
(Direct or 
FFEL), not 
including Parent 
PLUS loans.

Borrowers’ 
payments in 
IBR must be 
lower than what 
they would 
pay under 
the Standard 
Repayment 
Plan.

Only borrowers 
who took 
out their first 
loan on/after 
July 2014 are 
eligible for the 
10% IBR plan.

Direct Loan 
borrowers, 
excluding Parent 
PLUS loans.

Borrowers’ 
payments in 
PAYE must be 
lower than what 
they would 
pay under 
the Standard 
Repayment Plan.

Only borrowers 
who took 
out their first 
loan on/after 
October 2007 
and at least one 
loan on/after 
October 2011 are 
eligible.

Direct Loan 
borrowers, 
excluding Parent 
PLUS loans.

Definition of 
discretionary 
income

Calculated as the 
difference between 
a borrower’s 
annual income 
and 100% of the 
poverty guideline, 
depending on 
family size and 
state.

Calculated as 
the difference 
between a 
borrower’s 
annual income 
and 150% of the 
poverty guideline, 
depending on 
family size and 
state.

Calculated as 
the difference 
between a 
borrower’s 
annual income 
and 150% of 
the poverty 
guideline, 
depending on 
family size and 
state.

Calculated as 
the difference 
between a 
borrower’s 
annual income 
and 150% of 
the poverty 
guideline, 
depending on 
family size and 
state.

Calculated as 
the difference 
between a 
borrower’s 
annual income 
and 150% of 
the poverty 
guideline, 
depending on 
family size and 
state.

Percentage of 
discretionary 
income

20% 194 15% 10% 10% 10%Tr
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Inclusion 
of spouse’s 
income195

Spouse’s income is 
included if spouses 
file taxes jointly, 
not included 
if spouses file 
separately. 

Spouse’s income 
is included if 
spouses file 
taxes jointly, 
not included 
if spouses file 
separately.

Spouse’s 
income is 
included if 
spouses file 
taxes jointly, 
not included 
if spouses file 
separately.

Spouse’s income 
is included if 
spouses file 
taxes jointly, 
not included 
if spouses file 
separately.

Spouse’s income 
is included, 
regardless of 
whether spouses 
file taxes jointly 
or separately. 

Payment cap

Never more than a 
fixed 12-year plan

Never more than 
the standard 10-
year plan

Never more 
than the 
standard 10-
year plan

Never more than 
the standard 10-
year plan

No payment cap

Accrual and 
capitalization

Unpaid interest 
is capitalized 
annually until the 
outstanding loan 
principal is 10% 
higher than when 
a borrower started 
repayment. Once 
this threshold is 
reached, interest 
continues to 
accrue but will 
no longer be 
capitalized.

Unpaid interest 
is capitalized if 
borrowers lose 
eligibility to make 
payments based 
on their income 
or choose to leave 
the plan. 

IBR does not have 
a limit on interest 
capitalization.

Unpaid interest 
is capitalized if 
borrowers lose 
eligibility to 
make payments 
based on their 
income or 
choose to leave 
the plan. 

IBR does not 
have a limit 
on interest 
capitalization.

Unpaid interest 
is capitalized if 
borrowers lose 
eligibility to 
make payments 
based on their 
income or 
choose to leave 
the plan. 

Capitalization 
as a result of 
eligibility loss is 
limited to 10% 
of the original 
loan principal. 
If a borrower 
chooses to leave 
the PAYE plan, 
there is no limit 
on capitalization.

Unpaid interest 
is capitalized if 
a borrower does 
not recertify 
their income 
by the annual 
deadline or if 
they choose to 
leave the plan.

REPAYE does 
not have a limit 
on interest 
capitalization.

Subsidies 
(if monthly 
payments 
do not cover 
the amount 
of monthly 
accrued 
interest)

ICR does not 
offer an interest 
subsidy.

The government 
will pay for all 
of the remaining 
interest for the 
first three years 
of repayment for 
subsidized loans. 

IBR does not offer 
an interest subsidy 
for unsubsidized 
loans.

The 
government will 
pay for all of 
the remaining 
interest for the 
first three years 
of repayment 
for subsidized 
loans. 

IBR does not 
offer an interest 
subsidy for 
unsubsidized 
loans.

The government 
will pay for all 
of the remaining 
interest for the 
first three years 
of repayment for 
subsidized loans. 

PAYE does not 
offer an interest 
subsidy for 
unsubsidized 
loans.

The government 
will pay for all 
of the remaining 
interest for the 
first three years 
of repayment 
for subsidized 
loans and half 
of the remaining 
interest once 
the three-
year period 
concludes.

Unlike IBR 
and PAYE, the 
government will 
pay for half of 
the remaining 
interest on 
unsubsidized 
loans during all 
periods.
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Consequences 
of missing 
annual 
recertification 
deadline

If borrowers do not 
recertify on time, 
they remain in ICR 
but their payments 
change to what 
they would be 
under the Standard 
Repayment Plan 
with a 10-year 
repayment 
timeline.

If borrowers do 
not recertify on 
time, they remain 
in IBR but their 
payments change 
to what they 
would be under 
the Standard 
Repayment Plan 
with a 10-year 
repayment 
timeline.

If borrowers do 
not recertify 
on time, they 
remain in 
IBR but their 
payments 
change to what 
they would 
be under the 
Standard 
Repayment Plan 
with a 10-year 
repayment 
timeline.

If borrowers do 
not recertify 
on time, they 
remain in 
PAYE but their 
payments 
change to what 
they would 
be under the 
Standard 
Repayment Plan 
with a 10-year 
repayment 
timeline.

If borrowers do 
not recertify 
on time, they 
are removed 
from REPAYE 
and placed in 
an alternative 
payment 
plan. The 
alternative plan 
will calculate 
payments using 
a different, non-
income driven 
formula.

Maximum 
length of 
time spent in 
repayment

25 years 25 years 20 years 20 years 20 years for 
borrowers 
with only 
undergraduate 
loans; 25 years 
for borrowers 
with any 
graduate or 
professional 
loans

Notes: “10% IBR” refers to plan terms that apply to new borrowers on or after July 1, 2014, under which monthly 
payments are calculated as 10% of discretionary income. “15% IBR” refers to terms that apply to borrowers who took 
out their first loan before July 1, 2014, under which monthly payments are calculated as 15% of discretionary income. 
In addition, borrowers with Federal Family Education Loan (FFEL) program loans are eligible for Income-Sensitive 
Repayment (ISR) plans, which also calculate borrowers’ payments based on their annual income. The specific terms of 
ISR plans may vary depending on which lender possesses the FFEL loan in question. 

Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Income-Driven Repayment Plans,” https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/
repayment/plans/income-driven 

© 2021 The Pew Charitable Trusts 

https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven
https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven
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Key 
problem

Principles for 
reform

Option for 
reform Details Major pros and 

cons
Additional data/
research needed

Some 
struggling 
borrowers 
are not 
enrolled in 
IDR

Increase 
enrollment of 
borrowers who 
are most likely 
to benefit from 
IDR’s protections 
against 
delinquency and 
default

Streamline the 
multiple existing 
IDR plans into one 
IDR option*

An income-driven 
option could be 
provided alongside 
a fixed repayment 
plan, or it could be 
the only repayment 
plan available.

• Streamlining the 
existing IDR plans 
into one IDR option 
would simplify 
the program for 
borrowers, loan 
servicers, and the 
Department of 
Education. 

• Making IDR the 
only repayment 
plan available 
would ensure that 
struggling borrowers 
are enrolled in IDR, 
but it would take 
away borrowers’ 
ability to choose a 
fixed repayment plan 
(where they could 
end up paying less in 
total, over a shorter 
period of time), 
increase costs to the 
government, and 
may raise concerns 
about “moral 
hazard” and cost-
shifting (potentially 
leading to higher 
college costs for 
students and their 
families).

• Modeling and 
data to determine 
how to design the 
streamlined plan 
(e.g., effects on the 
amounts paid and 
forgiven by different 
types of borrowers)

• Qualitative 
data on borrower 
preferences for 
repayment, to 
determine whether 
a fixed payment 
option should 
remain available

Increase 
enrollment of 
borrowers who 
are most likely 
to benefit from 
IDR’s protections 
against 
delinquency and 
default

Automatically 
enroll borrowers 
in IDR*

If a fixed payment 
option still exists, 
some or all 
borrowers could 
be automatically 
enrolled in an 
IDR plan unless 
they opt out. This 
change could be 
targeted toward 
certain borrowers, 
such as those 
who are severely 
delinquent and at 
high risk of default.

Would increase 
the likelihood that 
struggling borrowers 
are enrolled in IDR, 
while preserving 
borrowers’ ability 
to choose a fixed 
repayment plan. 
However, it would 
increase costs to 
the government 
and may still raise 
concerns about 
“moral hazard” and 
cost-shifting.

• Data on amounts 
paid and forgiven 
in IDR vs. the fixed 
payment option, for 
different types of 
borrowers

• Qualitative 
data on borrower 
preferences for 
repayment

Appendix B
Table B.1

Options for Reforming Income-Driven Repayment Plans
Each approach contains pros and cons for policymakers to consider

Continued on next page
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Some 
struggling 
borrowers 
are not 
enrolled in 
IDR

Increase 
enrollment of 
borrowers who 
are most likely 
to benefit from 
IDR’s protections 
against 
delinquency and 
default

Allow defaulted 
borrowers to 
directly enroll in 
IDR*

Borrowers could be 
allowed to enroll 
in IDR to repay 
their defaulted 
loans, without 
needing to first exit 
default through 
rehabilitation or 
consolidation.

Would make it 
easier for defaulted 
borrowers to access 
affordable payments 
in IDR and avoid 
defaulting again.

• Data on monthly 
payment amounts 
under rehabilitation, 
compared to what 
they would be in an 
IDR plan

• Research on 
the repayment 
pathways of 
borrowers who 
try to exit default 
(e.g., how particular 
factors may affect 
their likelihood of 
defaulting again) 

Increase 
enrollment of 
borrowers who 
are most likely 
to benefit from 
IDR’s protections 
against 
delinquency and 
default

Improve 
communication 
and outreach 
about IDR plans

Department of 
Education can 
provide guidance 
on best practices 
and set clear 
standards for 
servicing that 
focus on borrower 
outcomes.

Would increase 
enrollment in IDR, 
but may be less 
effective than 
structural changes to 
the program.

• Data on 
servicers’ current 
performance in 
implementing IDR 
(e.g., application, 
recertification, 
borrowers’ risk 
of delinquency/
default)

• Research into 
best practices and 
how to establish 
standards

Some 
borrowers 
still find IDR 
payments 
unaffordable

Ensure that 
payments are 
affordable, 
especially for 
low-income and 
low-resource 
borrowers

Reduce monthly 
payment amounts

Options include 
lowering the 
percentage of 
discretionary 
income that 
borrowers are 
required to repay 
or increasing the 
percentage of 
federal poverty 
guidelines that 
is withheld from 
income-driven 
repayment 
calculations. 
Changes can be 
applied to some 
or all borrowers 
(e.g., they can be 
targeted based 
on the borrower’s 
income or debt 
amount).

Would help ensure 
that payments are 
affordable, but 
would also extend 
some borrowers’ 
time in repayment 
(as their balances 
get paid down more 
slowly), lead to 
increased balance 
growth, and could 
increase the total 
amount they repay. 
It would also 
increase government 
costs and could 
raise concerns about 
moral hazard and 
cost-shifting.

• Data on monthly 
payment amounts 
for different types 
of borrowers

• Modeling on 
different options

Ensure that 
payments are 
affordable, 
especially for 
low-income and 
low-resource 
borrowers

Consider 
borrowers’ 
income volatility 
or expenses in the 
monthly payment 
calculation

As precedent, 
borrowers who 
seek to rehabilitate 
their defaulted 
loans can ask 
their loan holders 
to calculate a 
monthly payment 
based on their 
income and 
expenses.

Would more 
fully account for 
borrowers’ financial 
circumstances, 
but would add 
substantial 
complexity 
to program 
implementation.

Data on monthly 
payment amounts 
for different types 
of borrowers, as 
well as their income 
volatility and 
expenses

Continued on next page
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Continued on next page

Some 
borrowers 
still find IDR 
payments 
unaffordable

Ensure that 
payments are 
affordable, 
especially for 
low-income and 
low-resource 
borrowers

Permanently 
prevent debt 
forgiven as part of 
an IDR plan from 
being treated as 
taxable income

The American 
Rescue Plan Act of 
2021 temporarily 
prevents forgiven 
student debt from 
being treated as 
taxable income.

Would prevent 
borrowers from 
facing unaffordable 
tax burdens but 
would increase costs 
to the government.

Data on the actual 
amount that IDR 
borrowers have 
forgiven, and their 
tax liability

IDR borrowers 
often 
experience 
balance 
growth and 
may pay more 
over the life of 
their loans

Reduce the 
growth of their 
loan balances in 
IDR

Cap the amount 
of unpaid interest 
that can accrue 
each month

Some existing 
IDR plans include 
interest subsidies 
that cover part 
of the remaining 
interest, in cases 
where a borrower’s 
monthly payment 
does not cover their 
accruing interest. 
Details vary by plan.

Would reduce 
balance growth, but 
may be complicated 
to communicate 
to borrowers and 
increase costs to the 
government.

• Data on interest 
accrual in IDR for 
different types of 
borrowers

• Modeling to 
examine options for 
the interest accrual 
cap

Reduce the 
growth of their 
loan balances in 
IDR

Waive interest 
for low-income 
borrowers

For borrowers below 
a certain income 
threshold or debt-
to-income ratio, 
interest could be set 
to 0%.

Would reduce 
balance growth and 
target the neediest 
borrowers, but may 
increase costs to the 
government and add 
program complexity.

• Data on interest 
accrual in IDR for 
different types 
of borrowers 
(particularly by 
income and debt-
to-income ratio)

• Modeling to 
examine options for 
setting the income 
threshold

Reduce the 
growth of their 
loan balances in 
IDR

Eliminate interest 
capitalization 
within IDR plans

Existing IDR 
plans vary in 
which situations 
trigger interest 
capitalization. In 
all plans, interest 
capitalizes at the 
end of certain 
forbearances and 
deferments, for 
certain types of 
loans.

Would reduce 
balance growth, but 
may be complicated 
to communicate 
to borrowers and 
increase costs to the 
government.

Data on interest 
capitalization in IDR 
for different types 
of borrowers

Reduce the 
growth of their 
loan balances in 
IDR

Pause interest 
accrual during 
periods of 
deferment or 
forbearance when 
borrowers are 
enrolled in IDR

Interest accrual 
varies based on 
the type of loan 
(subsidized vs. 
unsubsidized) 
and the type of 
forbearance (e.g., 
interest does not 
accrue during 
the forbearance 
offered due to 
the COVID-19 
emergency).

Would reduce 
balance growth, but 
may increase costs 
to the government.

Data on the use 
of deferment and 
forbearance by 
borrowers in IDR, 
and the amount 
of interest that 
accrues during that 
time
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IDR borrowers 
often 
experience 
balance 
growth and 
may pay more 
over the life of 
their loans

Reduce the 
growth of their 
loan balances in 
IDR

Shorten the 
amount of time 
that borrowers 
make payments 
in IDR, before 
receiving 
forgiveness of 
any remaining 
balances

Options include 
shortening 
the maximum 
repayment period 
in IDR for some 
or all borrowers, 
providing 
incremental 
forgiveness, and 
counting payments 
made before loan 
consolidation 
toward loan 
forgiveness.

Would reduce the 
total amount that 
borrowers repay, but 
would increase costs 
to the government 
and may raise 
concerns about 
moral hazard and 
cost-shifting.

• Data on 
repayment period 
length for different 
types of borrowers 
and the amount of 
forgiveness they 
receive 

• Modeling on 
how incremental 
forgiveness could 
be operationalized

Many 
borrowers 
encounter 
barriers to 
accessing 
and retaining 
affordable 
payments in 
IDR plans

Make it easier 
for borrowers 
to enroll and 
remain in 
income-driven 
plans

Promptly and 
effectively 
implement the 
federal FUTURE 
Act

The 2019 FUTURE 
Act directs the 
IRS and the 
Department of 
Education to 
securely share 
relevant borrower 
tax return data, 
so that borrowers 
do not have to 
proactively send 
their income data 
to loan servicers 
for IDR enrollment 
or annual 
recertification.

Would make it 
easier for borrowers 
to enroll in IDR 
and complete 
their annual 
recertification.

None

Make it easier 
for borrowers 
to enroll and 
remain in 
income-driven 
plans

Automatically 
withhold student 
loan payments 
from borrowers’ 
paychecks or 
have borrowers 
make payments 
through the tax 
system

Some other 
countries 
withhold student 
loan payments 
from borrowers’ 
paychecks, though 
their systems of 
higher education 
financing, taxation, 
and social safety 
nets fundamentally 
differ from those in 
the U.S.

Paycheck 
withholding would 
simplify payments 
for some borrowers, 
but complicate 
them for others and 
require borrowers 
to prioritize student 
loan payments over 
other expenses. 
Involving employers 
in student loan 
payments may 
raise privacy 
concerns among 
borrowers, and 
automatic paycheck 
withholding 
may make it 
more difficult for 
policymakers to 
suspend payments 
during national 
crises.

• Quantitative and 
qualitative data 
on how borrowers 
would be affected 
by the forced 
prioritization 
of student loan 
payments over 
expenses like 
housing, utilities, 
food, and health 
care 

• Data on the 
share of borrowers 
with unstable 
employment, 
multiple jobs, 
or gig economy 
employment

• Research on 
how the IDR 
formula could work 
with paycheck 
withholding (e.g., 
would employers 
have to know 
about borrowers’ 
other income, their 
spouse’s income, 
family size, etc.?)

Continued on next page
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Many 
borrowers 
encounter 
barriers to 
accessing 
and retaining 
affordable 
payments in 
IDR plans

Make it easier 
for borrowers 
to enroll and 
remain in 
income-driven 
plans

Improve the 
current IDR 
application form 
to be more user-
friendly

Options include 
introducing more 
skip-logic and pre-
filling information, 
particularly 
for borrowers 
completing 
their annual 
recertification. 

Would help 
borrowers navigate 
the process of 
enrolling and 
recertifying in IDR, 
but may not be 
necessary after the 
FUTURE Act is fully 
implemented.

• Data on how much 
income volatility 
IDR borrowers 
experience, and the 
problems caused 
by the time lag in 
income data 

• Qualitative data 
on borrowers’ 
perspectives on 
this change (e.g., 
privacy concerns

• Research into 
which parts of the 
form are confusing 
for borrowers

Notes: Asterisks signify reform options that could also make it easier for borrowers to enroll and remain in income-driven 
plans. 

Source: Pew analysis of research and governmental data sources discussed and cited throughout this report

© 2021 The Pew Charitable Trusts 
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